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9.30pm, Channel Ten
Sure, it's not the greatest movie ever
made, but the combination of Steve
Carell and
Tina Fey is
hard to
resist. Not
every gag
works and
the tone is a
bit uneven,
but there are
some
fabulous set
pieces and plenty of x-factor from both
our two leads, and Mark Wahlberg.

***t.T
NEW 6IgL
7pm, Channel Ten
What's this? Could something be afoot
between Jess and one of her
housemates?
Tonight is all
about passion:
Winston's
unseemly
passion for
Shelby;
Schmidt's
awkward
passion for
Cece (and her
crazy Russian flatmate); and Russell's
passion for ... well, there's the rub.

***tT:
I THE 13LorK! RNAL

6.30pm, Channel Nine
With the auction held yesterday and
last year's non-auction still vivid in our
memories
it'll be
interesting to
see how this
year's big
finale pans
out. Certainly,
the properties
are desirable.
Without the
cameras on
them, will Melbourne buyers be
prepared to pull out the chequebooks?

DAILY WRAP
It's one of the great ironies of the
21st century that while as a society we're
obsessed with youth, that same society is
rapidly and inexorably ageing. Most of
the time, we like to pretend it's not
happening. When it is discussed, those
discussions tend to focus on the terrible
and growing burden of caring for the old
and infirm. So how refreshing to watch
Compass: The 100+ Club (6.30pm,
ABC1) and meet three centenarians still
giving life a red-hot crack. It's particularly
poignant as all three are inarguably old
and infirm they're more than
100 years old, after all but they're
achieving things (from memoir-writing to
shot-put competitions) and enjoying life.
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